Lite, the sled is back

The sled is back in an elegant update of a classic. Global’s Lite™ seating series blends refined metal work with a beautiful ribbed mesh covering in an array of contemporary neutrals and chromatic hues.

Seating shown in Vue mesh, Coal Black with cantilever Chrome frame and cantilever arms and in Vue mesh, White with cantilever Chrome frame.
Lite, all arms and legs

Lite also comes in a four-legged chair with non-marking glides, or spec it on casters to make it mobile. Two arm styles, a traditional cantilever and a contemporary loop are available on all models.
Mesh or upholstered, it’s timeless

Fully upholstered coverings are also offered on all Lite models in your favorite textile or one of ours. Horizontal top stitching on the front face of the upholstery adds to the timeless look of this series.

Arms are standard in cantilevered or closed loop. Both are made from fiberglass reinforced nylon, in Black only. Frame finishes include polished Chrome, Black or Tungsten powder-coated epoxy.
It’s in the details

Finish Options

- Black
- Optional in Tungsten
- Optional in Chrome

Frame and Leg Features

- Glides on cantilever frame are non-tipping and non-marking
- Glides on four-legged frame are non-marking

Seating shown in Allante, Charcoal with four-legged Chrome frame and loop arm and in Allante, Charcoal with four-legged Tungsten frame, cantilever arms and casters.
Color it your way

Vue Mesh Colors

- White
- Desert Sand
- Silver Grey
- Grain
- Silver
- Sandy Beach
- Ivy Moss
- Coal Black
- Yellow
- Tangerine
- Orange Sunset
- Paprika
- Hot Pink
- Red Mittens
- Red Rose
- Chocolate Fountain
- Primary Blue
- Pool Blue
- Sky
- Arctic Blue
- Tidal Wave
- Quarry Grey
- Chartreuse
- Lime

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: Seating shown in Vue mesh, White with cantilever Chrome frame and cantilever arms.

Above: Seating shown in Vue mesh, Tangerine with cantilever Chrome frame and loop arms.

Right: Seating shown in Designtex Bunta, Tumeric with cantilever Chrome frame and loop arms.